
 
 

I.H.  GUANGDONG AND GUANGXI 
 
 
I.H.1. Archival Documents, Published 

a. MQSL. Ser. 甲, vols. 2, 4; ser. 丙, vols. 6–7, 9-10; ser. 丁, vols. 2–3; ser. 己, 
vols. 2–6. 

b. MQDA. Ser. A, vols. 5–6, 11–13, 15–17, 19–23, 27, 30–31, 33–35. 

c. QNMD. Vol. 3. 

d. QNZS. Bk. 1, vols. 1–2. 

e. “Shunzhi shisannian qian de liangxiang zhengji” 順治十三年前的糧餉徵集. 
Comp. FHA. Lishi dang’an 歷史檔案, 1983 no. 4: 14–24. Here seven docu-
ments show in detail the great strains that had built up on Qing military-supply 
capacities after a decade of campaigning in the far southern provinces. In 1656, 
exhaustions of supplies and of transport facilities were being felt most acutely 
in the wake of Li Dingguo’s 李定國 repeated challenges to Qing control in 
Guangdong and Guangxi, and as a result of Sun Kewang’s 孫可望 use of 
Guizhou as a base for operations in Sichuan. 

 
I.H.2. Chen Yanye xiansheng quanji 陳巖野 [Chen Yanye xiansheng ji (b)]. 

Chen Bangyan 陳邦彥 [Chen Yanye 陳巖野]: Xingzhuang by (author’s son) 
Chen Gongyin 陳恭尹 in (a), 4/26a–32b; QDRW, III: 329–34; Yan Xuxin 
1941; Li Jie 1970. 

Editions: 
(a) 4 j. Ed. Wen Runeng 溫汝能. Tingsongge 聽松閣, 1805. Rpt. in Heshi 

zhilelou congshu 何氏至樂樓叢書, fasc. 16. Hong Kong: Heshi zhilelou, 
1977.* 

(b) 3 j. In QK, j. 552–54 (rpt. v. 39). Similar to j. 1–3 in (a), but with notable 
differences. Both editions should be used. 

Chen Bangyan, a native of Shunde 順德 Co., Guangdong Prov., was re-
nowned from an early age for his literary and scholarly talents, striking demeanor, 
and responsible character, and he attracted a large following of students in his 
home region. In the autumn of 1644 he traveled all the way to Nanjing hoping to 
serve the HG court. But an eight-part memorial to the HG emperor (in j. 1), 
stressing renewal of both esprit de corps and military effectiveness, was not 
acknowledged. When the LW court was established in Fujian, however, that same 
memorial—and recommendation by Su Guansheng (see I.H.6)—did gain him 
official appointment. In 1646 Chen was promoted to Secretary of the Bureau of 
Operations in the Ministry of War and assigned to lead aboriginal fighters from 
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Liang-Guang to aid in defense of the So. Gan 南贛 region of Jiangxi (see I.G.3, 
I.G.6, II.20). 

Juan 2 contains several high-minded disquisitions that Chen wrote in response 
to that charge. The last of them (“Shiwuce si” 時物策四) harkens back to Chen’s 
early interest in local defense measures (see j. 2, “Longshan bao yishe xiangbing 
zeli” 龍山堡議設鄉兵則例) and also anticipates the final stage of his life by 
advocating the judicious use of bandits (who, after all, were of “the people”) to 
simultaneously reduce their disruptive effects on the now crucial Guangdong 
region and to take advantage of their martial talents. Before Chen could mobilize, 
however, the So. Gan region and the LW court were lost. 

Chen soon became a frustrated messenger and conciliator between the nascent 
YL court at Wuzhou 梧州 and the nascent Shaowu 紹武 court at Guangzhou 廣
州 (see several items in j. 2, as well as I.H.8); he ended up being distrusted by both 
groups. With the Qing capture of Guangzhou in January of 1647, he began to 
covertly organize forces in the Pearl River Delta, coordinating with Zhang Jiayu 
(see I.G.12) and Chen Zizhuang 陳子壯 (see II.18, 10/374a–77b) to distract the 
occupying army from its westward pursuit of the YL court (see j. 2, “Yu Zhang 
shilang shu” 與張侍郎書). Chen Bangyan’s subsequent overt leadership of resist-
ance forces (composed to a signifi-cant extent of erstwhile pirates) to restore 
various central-Guangdong counties to Ming allegiance, and to challenge Qing 
control of Guangzhou, accounts for his later being designated one of the “Three 
Loyalists Beyond the [Nan] Range” 嶺表三忠 (along with Zhang Jiayu and Chen 
Zizhuang). This self-martyring, active-resistance phase, which ended with Chen’s 
capture at Qingyuan 清遠 and cruel execution at Guangzhou in the fall of 1647, is 
represented in this collection by numerous poems in j. 3 and 4. 

The xingzhuang (cited above) by Chen Bangyan’s only surviving son, the tal-
ented Gongyin (ECCP: 88–89), is an important early source on the Guangdong 
resistance. Also of interest are Gongyin’s formal requests to the restored YL court 
at Zhaoqing 肇慶 (in 1648–1649) for posthumous honors for his father and for 
Gongyin’s release from court appointment in view of his mourning status (in Dulu-
tang quanji 獨漉堂集, Xubian 續編, 1a–7a [comp. Chen Liangping 陳量平, 
1805]). 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 877–79; Zhu Xizu 1961: 101–103 (reports a much 
more complete YL-period imprint in 8 j., suppl. 3 j.). 

 
I.H.3. Dacuo heshang yiji 大錯和尚遺集, 4 j. 

Qian Bangqi 錢邦芑: Biog. by compiler in this collection; suppl. Liu Yizheng 柳
詒徵 (see below), pp. 2–4. 

Comp. Zhao Lianyuan 趙聯元 (late Qing). 
In Yunnan congshu 雲南叢書, ser. 2, 集 pt. Kunming: 1918–1924? 

The author held censorial appointments under both the LW and YL courts.  
He served mainly in Sichuan until the YL court fell under the control of the erst-
while rebel leader Sun Kewang in Guizhou in 1652. Of chief value in this col-
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lection is a letter (probably of 1649) in which Qian explains to Sun Kewang why 
the court cannot grant the princely title he demands (see I.J.2, I.J.3) and tries to 
persuade Sun to loyally serve the court, anyway. Also, there is an ac-count of the 
circumstances that forced Qian to take the tonsure in 1654, when Sun was terror-
izing the YL court and pressuring certain YL officials to join his own regime. 

Supplementary biographical information on Qian, as well as some additional 
writings by him, were published by Liu Yizheng (1879–1961) in the Dacuo he-
shang ji shiyi 拾遺 (n.p., n.d.). This includes biographies by Qian of his fellow 
LW-YL officials Zheng Zhiguang 鄭之珖 and Zhang Kuang 章曠 (see also 
I.G.2, I.G.9). 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 893–94. 
 
I.H.4. Fushan wenji qianbian 浮山文集前編, 10 j. 

Fang Yizhi 方以智: QDRW, II: 365–75. 
Comp. and ed. the author’s three sons, one nephew, and five grandsons. 
Early-Qing Cicangxuan 此藏軒 edition by the Fang family, held NLB (IV: 2482). 

MS copy held ZPL* (see Qingshi ziliao, no. 6 [1985]: 1). 

Fang Yizhi, scion of a prominent scholar-official family from Tongcheng 桐 
城, in present-day Anhui Prov., was very well known in the late Ming and early 
Qing for his literary talent and broadminded pursuit of several challenging 
branches of scholarship. Though active in the heavily politicized Fushe 復社 
movement, as well as in defense of the political reputation of his father, Fang 
Kongzhao (see I.A.26), who rose to a provincial governorship, Fang Yizhi re-
mained throughout his life ambivalent toward or averse to serving in government. 
His chronic indecisiveness about the specific, honorable course he should take in 
life, well examined in Peterson 1979, is reflected in his “Lingwai gao” 嶺外稿, 
miscellaneous prose writings which constitute j. 7–9 of the Fushan wenji qianbian. 

Having been blacklisted by Ruan Dacheng’s 阮大鋮 cohort in the HG court, 
Fang fled incognito to Guangdong and was relying on friends there, including his 
father’s close associate, Guangxi Provincial Governor Qu Shisi (see I.H.12), when 
the LW court fell and steps were taken toward enthroning the YL emperor. During 
the YL court’s two phases of relative stability in Guangdong, Fang maintained 
close relations with Qu (headquartered at Guilin 桂林 in Guangxi) but was reluc-
tant to assume an official post—he soon resigned an initial position, then succes-
sively declined several proffered appointments, only to reluctantly accept duties as 
a court historiographer shortly before the emperor’s final flight westward from 
Wuzhou (which Fang did not accompany). Fang’s letters and occasional writings in 
the “Lingwai gao” reveal the complex interplay of dedication to resistance and 
revival, despair and disgust over the state of Ming politics, and feelings of both 
obligation and ineffectuality among like men in the Lingnan 嶺南 region from 
1645 to 1650 (see several references to Fang during this period in I.H.16). 

During the YL court’s period of desperate peregrination through northeastern 
Guangxi into western Huguang and back to Guangxi, from the summer of 1647 
until late in 1648, Fang Yizhi hid out in wild, remote parts of Yuanzhou 沅州, 
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Chenzhou 辰州, and Baoqing 寶慶 Prefectures in far southwestern Huguang 
Prov., at times living among the native peoples of that region. His writings from 
that period, supplemented by items in j. 10 (of [b]), the “Yaodong feigao” 猺峝廢

稿, also are poignant, showing loyal determination and hope for reversal of Ming 
fortunes in response to encouraging news, as well as loneliness and utter uncer-
tainty about his own future. Especially interesting is the information about wider 
affairs that Fang was able to receive, and the views on strategic possibilities that he 
was able to form in such isolated locales. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 892. Prohib: 327. 
 
I.H.5. Guilin tianhai ji 桂林田海記, 1 j. 

Lei Mingchun 雷鳴春 [Lei Lianggong 亮功; Hushan Jiuren 壺山酒人]. 
Copy and editions: 

(a) MS formerly held by bibliophile Bao Tingbo 鮑廷博 (DG period), now 
held NLB (II: 363).* 

(b) In Jiashen yeshi huichao, fasc. 16–17. 
(c) In MJ, fasc. 9. 

In this work, a Ming stipendiary student and denizen of Guilin records various 
disruptions that occurred in Guilin city and prefecture over a fifty-year period, from 
a contested succession in the line of the resident Prince of Jingjiang 靖江王 in 
1628, to the assassination of a collaborator in the rebellion of Wu Sangui 吳三桂 
(see I.B.12) in 1677. Most pertinent to the Ming-Qing conflict are detailed 
accounts of the depredations of certain military forces, especially the troops of 
erstwhile roving rebel Hao Yaoqi 郝搖旗. Few military leaders, not even Regional 
Commander Jiao Lian 焦璉 who so loyally served Qu Shisi (see I.H.12), are 
attributed with noble motives. A jaundiced view also is taken of leading YL civil 
officials, such as Ding Kuichu 丁魁楚 and Qu Shisi, whose self-concern or in-
competence in military affairs led them, the author opines, to merely appease the 
militarists and turn blind eyes to their rampancy. In contrast to Viceroy He Teng-
jiao 何騰蛟 in southern Huguang, whom the author admires from a distance, Qu 
is portrayed as a pious, effete literatus, who, with his useless coterie of poets and 
connoisseurs, did nothing, really, to defend Guilin from the Qing. The author does 
grant that Qu and his close associate Zhang Tongchang 張同敞 were honorable in 
death, but this also is granted to the conquering Qing generalissimo Kong Youde 
孔有德 and to the Prince of Jingjiang and his heirs, with whom the author sym-
pathizes. The work is particularly informative about the fates of various figures 
after Guangxi was seized back from the Qing by the former Great Western King-
dom rebel forces of Sun Kewang and Li Dingguo. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 571–72. 
 
I.H.6. Jia Youshu yize yiyan xu dongge daxueshi Jianming bo Yulin gong xingshi lue 

家祐叔易簀遺言敘東閣大學士建明伯宇霖公行事略 [Yize yiyan 易簀遺言]. 
Su Guoyou 蘇國祐, narr.; (brother) Su Wei 蘇蒍, rec. 
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In Ming Su juefu shilue 明蘇爵輔事略. Ed. Su Zedong 蘇澤東. [Dongguan 東 
莞?], preface 1918. Microfilm of FSN copy (reg.) held East Asian Lib. of 
Princeton U. Another copy held Lib. of Huanan Normal U 華南師范大學圖書

館. 

Offered here is a family perspective on the affairs of an important LW official, 
Su Guangsheng 觀生. It was narrated by Su’s adopted son, Su Guoyou, on his 
deathbed for the edification of Guoyou’s sons (Guansheng’s grandsons). The con-
tent, understandably, is defensive and laudatory, but it also constitutes a corrective 
of sorts—at least an alternative—to the judgments on Su Guansheng that predom-
inated after his death and in later Qing-period accounts, which tended to be either 
pro-YL or pro-Qing. 

Guansheng, who began his career as a minor official in the CZ period, was 
elevated to Concurrent Minister of Personnel and War, Junior Guardian of the Heir 
Apparent, and Grand Secretary of the Wuying Hall by the admiring LW emperor in 
Fuzhou, and he was deputed, laden with grandiose charges, to aid the resistance in 
southern Jiangxi (see I.G.3, I.G.6, II.20). Ineffectual there, and having learned of 
the LW emperor’s demise in the autumn of 1646, Su returned to his home, Dong-
guan, in Guangzhou Pref. Sue felt uneasy in his relations with certain figures who 
were maneuvering to enthrone the Prince of Yongming 永明王 as successor to 
LW, so he instead led the enthronement of the LW emperor’s regent and younger 
brother, Zhu Yuyue 朱聿 , as Shaowu emperor at Guangzhou and deputed a mi-
litary force to do battle with the rival YL regime, newly established at Zhaoqing.  
Caught totally unawares by the easterly arrival of a Qing forward guard, on 12/15 
(Jan. 20, 1647), the Shaowu court was annihilated and Su committed suicide.  
(For a general account of Shaowu affairs, see an anonymous secondary work of 
obscure provenance, the Shaowu zhi li 紹武之立, in all editions of the Xingchao 
lu.) 

At their most generous, conquest-period and Qing-period accounts and biogra-
phies have given Su credit for loyalty to the LW emperor and regent, but they have 
faulted him for assuming responsibilities beyond his qualifications, for blind stub-
bornness, and for allowing personal frictions to split loyalist ranks at a crucial 
juncture. Su Guoyou’s defense of his father’s career offers unusual detail on the 
last days of the LW imperial party, on the LW emperor’s intended route of escape 
from Fujian, and on how the Qing force was able to reach Guangzhou so quickly, 
without detection. The pride with which Guoyou cites Guansheng’s CZ-period 
association with Wu Sangui suggests that his narration was recorded before Wu’s 
revolt of the mid-1670s. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 516–17 (indicates MS copy), 788. 
 
I.H.7. Liang-Guang jilue 兩廣紀略 [Yuezhong ouji 粵中偶記 (b)], 1 j. 

Hua Fuli 華復蠡. 
Editions: 

(a) In MJ, j. 22. Rpt. MQ, pt. 2, vol. 13. 
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(b) In Jingtuo yishi, 44th wk. Rpt. MQ, pt. 3, vol. 23. Rpt. of lithotype ed., BJ. 
4, vol. 7. 

(c) In TW, no. 238. 1967. Based on (a). 

In the 7th mo. of 1644, Hua Fuli (of Wuxi 無錫 Co., So. Zhili) arrived on 
Hainan Island 海南島 to take up his assigned post as Vice Magistrate of Lin’gao 
臨高 Co. in northernmost Qiongzhou 瓊州 Pref.—only to find the yamen ruined 
and deserted because of a murderous revolt against the magistrate by the native Li 
黎 people one month before. In spite of his efforts to restore order, Hua was dis-
missed after a few months. Thus, he was left stranded with his family in the ex-
treme south of China as the fate of the Ming dynasty fell into question. 

Hua writes of his subsequent struggle to stay alive in far southeastern Guangxi, 
mainly in Luchuan 陸川 Co., losing his money, possessions, and concubine to 
local bandits, roving rebels, and the rapacious troops of Regional Commander 
Chen Bangfu 陳邦傅, losing the rest of his womenfolk to malaria, suffering that 
disease himself, and even being briefly imprisoned. For a time he hoped to settle in 
Nanning 南寧—a city as yet undisturbed by events. But the arrival there of the YL 
emperor and his small entourage in the 3rd mo. of 1647 drew Hua into the court’s 
vortex, and he subsequently followed the court back to Zhaoqing. Observing the 
wickedness, mutual betrayal, and subservience to militarists among YL civil 
officials, Hua shunned reappointment as too hazardous. When the court again fled 
Guangdong early in 1650, Hua sought a safe haven for his remaining family mem-
bers in the central region of the province. His personal narrative ends abruptly at 
Qujiang 曲江. 

Following that are unflattering biographical sketches of three YL officials 
whom Hua had known—that is, known for their corruption and duplicity: Ding 
Kuichu, Hong Tianzhuo 洪天擢, and Li Qi 李綺. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 550. 
 

I.H.8. Liang-Yue mengyou ji 兩粵夢游記 [Liang-Yue chengshou 城守 ji], 1 j. 
Ma Guang 馬光: See the seven forewords (xu 敘) to this work, and the col. by 

Ma’s seventh-generation grandson, Ma Zhong 鐘. 
Editions: 

(a) In Jingtuo yishi, 43rd wk. 
(b) In TW, no. 252. 

This work recounts the author’s experiences in his official career: from 1640 
when he assumed the magistracy of Yongning 永寧 Subpref. (later named Guhua 
古化 and Baishou 百壽 ) in southwestern Guilin Pref., through the years 1641–
1644, when he served as Magistrate of Quan Subpref. 全州, the crucial juncture on 
the corridor between southwestern Huguang and northeastern Guangxi, through his 
untimely tenure as Vice Prefect of Qiongzhou on Hainan Island in 1644–1645, then 
in 1646 as a troop-supervising censor at Nanxiong 南雄, the strategic control-point 
for military movement between northern Guangdong and southern Jiangxi, through 
his unhappy involvement with the restored YL court at Zhaoqing in 1648, 
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culminating with his service back in Quanzhou at a fateful time, 1649–1650, just as 
the Qing were mounting their first successful campaign to penetrate the Quanzhou-
Lingchuan 靈川 corridor and seize Guilin (see I.H.5, I.H.12, I.H.14, I.H.16). In 
late 1652, Ma finally was able to return home to Wu 吳 Co., Jiangnan, where he 
spent the rest of his life eremitically. 

His record reveals almost tactilely the high level of rebelliousness among the 
native peoples of the far South (especially the Li people of Hainan—see also I.H.7) 
at the end of the Ming, the obstreperousness and consequent great unpopularity of 
certain Ming princes, the blatant refractoriness of the local gentry in places like 
Quanzhou, and especially the tensions and corruptions among provincial- and 
local-level incumbents in the culture of officialdom during that time. No work 
shows better than this one the absence of social or political cohesion under the YL 
regime in its Liang-Guang phase. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 550–51 (reports a separate lithograph edition). 
 
I.H.9. Lingbiao jinian 嶺表紀年, 4 j. 

Attrib. Lu Kezao 魯可藻: Nanjiang yishi (II.31.c): 173–75. 
Copies and edition: 

(a) MS copy by Zhou Dafu 周大輔 of Changshu 常熟, held NCL (I: 155). 
Though copied in the YZ reign or later in the Qing period, this MS pre-
serves pejorative terms for and invidious references to the Manchus that 
are omitted in (b). 

(b) Punct. ed. MM. 1985. Based on 19th-cent. MS copy held ZPL (ZSB.史, 
#3210). 

This work is one of the three best primary chronicles of the YL regime in its 
Liang-Guang phases, the others being the Yongli jinian (I.H.15) and the Tiannan 
yishi (I.H.14). In relation to those works, it gives alternate points of view and 
complementary spatial coverage, the author apparently having not been active in 
the same areas or cliques as Yongli jinian author Qian Chengzhi, and having as-
sumed a more critical perspective on the ennobled YL grand secretary Qu Shisi 
(see I.H.12) than Qu’s clansman, Qu Gongmei, author of the Tiannan yishi. 

Opinions have differed on whether the Lingbiao jinian was really written by Lu 
Kezao (who had been magistrate of Xinning 新寧 Co., Huguang Prov., during the 
Ming breakdown in North China). On one hand, numerous unobtrusive passages 
describe Lu’s affairs and his private conversations with associates; moreover, the 
successive focal points of the text correspond closely with Lu’s successive places 
of service to the YL regime. On the other hand, it is known that Lu collaborated 
stalwartly with Qu Shisi in the defense of Guilin, yet the text at points disparages 
Qu or his subordinates. And a few phrases hardly seem to have been ones that Lu 
would have written about himself. The text may have been composed by someone 
close to Lu who made extensive use of his personal papers. In any case, some 
Southern Ming background on Lu Kezao is desirable in using this source. 

Early on, as a censor, Lu acted to protect the YL imperial party during its re-
fuge in Wugang 武岡 (in southwestern Huguang). Subsequently he was promoted 
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to Junior Assistant Censor-in-Chief and Governor of Guangxi, in which capacity 
he vigorously defended Guilin from Qing seizure in 1647–1648. When the court 
was reconstituted at Zhaoqing in 1648–1649, Lu was made Junior Vice Censor-in-
Chief and Junior Vice Minister of War and assigned to work with the prodigal 
general Li Chengdong 李成棟 in reorganizing his army. But Lu elected to con-
tinue serving in northeastern Guangxi, defending the zone from Guilin to Wuzhou, 
until both cities finally were lost to Qing armies in the autumn and winter of 1650–
1651. Lu spent the rest of his life as a monk. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 539–40. Huang Yinong 2005: 376–77. 
 
I.H.10. Linghai fenyu 嶺海焚餘, 3 j. 

Jin Bao 金堡 [Buddh. Jinshi 今釋, Dangui 澹歸]: ECCP: 166; QDRW, III: 322–
28; Rong Zhaozu 1929. 

Editions: 
(a) In Shiyuan congshu, pt. 7, fasc. 112. Rpt. in Zhonghua wenshi congshu, 

vol. 76. 
(b) TW, no. 302, 1972. 
(c) Yangzhou 揚州: Jiangsu Guangling guji keyinshe 江蘇廣陵古籍刻印社, 

1981. 2 vols. 

The author, perhaps the most stridently “righteous” firebrand in the history of 
the So. Ming courts, had served as a county magistrate in the late CZ reign. Ob-
servance of mourning for his mother, who died in 1645, led him to decline official 
appointment in both the Lu and LW regimes. But he participated actively in the 
anti-Qing resistance that arose in his home prefecture, Hangzhou 杭州. He at-
tempted unsuccessfully to reconcile the mutually uncooperative Lu and LW courts, 
and he offered strategic advice to the LW emperor, blatantly offending the chief 
LW military power-holder Zheng Zhilong 鄭芝龍. When the LW court was de-
stroyed, Jin Bao took refuge in southwestern Huguang until his period of mourn-
ing was over in 1648. This coincided with the restoration and relative stabilization 
of the YL court in central Guangdong. 

Through recommendation by Qu Shisi (see I.H.12), Jin Bao was appointed to a 
censorial position (specifically as Supervising Censor for the Ministries of Rites 
and War) and proceeded to turn the Censorate into the headquarters of the so-called 
Chu 楚 faction in YL politics. So sharp were Jin’s criticisms of those who would 
weaken or inhibit revitalization of the “framework and mainstays” of legit-imate 
Ming government—such as assertive military nobles, scheming eunuchs and their 
associates, self-serving personal advisors to the emperor, or overly eager climbers 
of the bureaucratic ladder—that he became caricatured as the fangs of a tiger, four 
other parts of which also were caricatures of members of the Chu clique.  Hence, 
the term “Tiger Five” 五虎 for Jin Bao, Yuan Pengnian 袁彭年, Ding Shikui 丁
時魁, Liu Xiangke (see I.H.15), and Meng Zhengfa (see I.G.9). These men 
eventually were severely persecuted by their factional enemies (in early 1650), as 
the court succumbed to hysteria in its last westward flight out of Guang-dong). Jin 
was crippled by his interrogators and exiled shortly before Qing forces put an end 
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to the YL court’s existence in Liang-Guang. He then turned to Bud-dhism and in 
the last twenty years of his life became a noted cleric in central Guangdong. 

The Linghai fenyu consists entirely of memorials that Jin Bao wrote—surely 
but a small percentage of the original total. In the first j. (上) are those to the LW 
emperor (plus two letters to Regent Lu 魯監國). They are especially useful for 
understanding the failure of cooperation between the Zhejiang and Fujian loyalists.  
In the second and third j. (中,下) are those to the YL emperor, dating from the 11th 
mo. of 1648 to the 1st mo. of 1650. Among those, perhaps most indicative of Jin’s 
emphasis on bold imperial action and spirit-rousing leadership is the “Zhongxing 
siyi shu” 中興四議疏, and most representative of his standpoint regarding ascend-
ant militarists vs. dynastic proprieties is the “Lun Dianfeng shu” 論滇議疏. All 
exhibit the effective rhetorical style that characterized the public writings of politi-
cal idealists. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 567–68; Zhu Xizu 1961: 94–95. Prohib: 478. 
 
I.H.11. Luanli jianwen lu 亂離見聞錄, 3 j. 

Chen Shunxi 陳舜系: Introd. and postscript to (b). 
Ed. Chen Jinglian 陳景廉 (author’s son). Postscript 1682. Suppl. Wu Xuanchong 

吳宣崇. Postscript 1880. 
Editions: 

(a) In Gaoliang qijiu yishu 高涼耆舊遺書. Ed. Wu Xuanchong. Gaozhou  
高州, 1892.* Based on Chen family MS. Incomplete, inferior rep. in 
Gaoliang qijiu wenchao 文鈔. Maoming xian xiuzhiguan 茂名縣修志 
館, 1945. 

(b) Coll. and punct. Li Longqian 李龍潛. In Mingshi ziliao congkan, no. 3. 
1983. Based on 1892 edition. 

This work consists of valuable anecdotal material for the history of south-
western Guangdong, particularly Gaozhou Pref. (present-day Maoming 茂名).  In 
1618 the author was born to a prominent lineage in Wuchuan 吳川 Co., a locale 
on the northeastern coast of Leizhou 雷州 Peninsula, the economy of which 
depended heavily on seafaring. Though well educated, Chen Shunxi did not seek a 
civil service post; rather, he made his living as a tutor and physician, and as a clerk 
in the county yamen. He has left us annals of important events and developments in 
his home area during the Ming-Qing transition (when Wuchuan was tossed back 
and forth four times between Ming and Qing control). The entries begin with the 
year of Chen’s birth but do not become regular until CZ4(1624). They comment on 
economic and social conditions (taxation, maritime trade, markets and prices, pi-
rates and bandits, popular revolts, etc.), anti-Qing resistance, and the effects on 
Gaozhou of major military actions (such as the Rebellion of the Three Feudatories) 
and of the early-Qing “coastal removal” policy. Chen’s record continues into 
KX18(1679), the year of his death. 

Especially interesting is Chen’s experience in 1654, when he was called on to 
give medical treatment to the erstwhile roving rebel—at that time a leading YL 
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commander—Li Dingguo and his troops, while Li used Gaozhou as a base for 
assaults on the Guangzhou region. Of related interest are passages that reveal 
Chen’s belief system as it pertained to his medical practice. 

Ref: Introd. to (b); Xie Guozhen 1981: 961–62. 
 
I.H.12. Qu Zhongxuan gong ji 瞿忠宣公集 [Yushan ji 虞山集; Qu Shisi ji 瞿式耜集 

(c)]. 
Qu Shisi 瞿式耜: ECCP: 199–201; nianbiao 年表 by Qu Guoxing 瞿果行 and 

Mingshi biog. (j. 280) app. to (c); QDRW, III: 296–304; Jäger 1933; Huang 
Yinong 1994: 271–80. 

Comp. (author’s grandson) Qu Changwen 瞿昌文: See I.H.16. 
Editions: 

(a) 10 j. Ed. Xushi 許氏. Changshu, 1834–1835. Rep. by Qu Tingshao 瞿廷

韶, 1887. 
(b) 8 j. In QK, j. 557–64 (rpt. vol. 40). Omits poems. 
(c) 4 j. Ed., coll., suppl., Suzhou difang shi yanjiushi 蘇州地方史研究室. 

Shanghai: SG, 1981. 

Qu Shisi, scion of a prominent scholar-official family of Changshu, So. Zhili, 
was active in the reformist Donglin 東林 faction of late-Ming politics. After 
attaining the js. degree in 1616, Qu tasted both the satisfactions of conscientious 
district administration and the frustrations of court infighting as his reputation and 
official positions rose. In the middle CZ reign, because of factional warfare, he was 
cashiered and even imprisoned for a time. However, under the HG emperor he was 
rehabilitated and assigned to the governorship of Guangxi Prov. Subsequently, 
although Qu took certain steps that were beneficial to the LW emperor, he never 
approved of the enthronement in Fujian, and when the LW regime was destroyed, 
Qu acted quickly to back the more direct successional line of the Prince of Gui 桂
王, who had taken refuge in the gateway, eastern Guangxi city of Wuzhou. Qu thus 
became a very influential founder and supporter of the YL court, being the most 
prominent among the few YL ministers who enjoyed nationwide repute. 

Though Qu was heaped with official powers and titles of high rank, his chief, 
crucial function, from the 2nd mo. of 1647 until his capture by the Qing prince 
Kong Youde in the 11th mo. of 1650, was to maintain loyalist control of the 
Quanzhou-Guilin-Yangshuo 陽朔 - Pingle 平樂 - Wuzhou corridor in north-
eastern Guangxi, without which the YL court would lose any fallback position in 
Liang-Guang. Qu generally is credited with exerting an enlightened, stabilizing 
influence on the chronically frenzied YL regime. With little experience in tactical 
military affairs, Qu got results through energetic management and classic, Con-
fucian moral leadership, setting a personal example of loyal dedication to the 
resistance. He took a firm stand at Guilin and repulsed three Qing assaults on that 
prefecture in the span of one year, 1647–1648, supported most stalwartly by the 
martial Hanlin academician Zhang Tongchang and Regional Commander Jiao 
Lien. (For a different perspective, see I.H.5.) 
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The contents of this collection richly reflect Qu Shisi’s important role in the 
early YL regime and his eventual martyrdom. The second subsection, “Liushou 
fengshi” 留守封事, consists of sixty-eight memorials—most of which append 
imperial responses—that Qu wrote to the YL emperor from YL1(1647)/2/13 until 
he faced defeat on YL4(1650)/11/28. Predominantly, those memorials: urge the YL 
emperor to eschew peregrinations to remote, obscure places in Huguang or 
Guangxi in favor of staying put in some important city, such as Guilin; closely 
monitor the ups and downs of defense and restoration efforts in southern Huguang, 
about which Qu naturally was intensely concerned; announce and recount the 
successive victories in defending Guilin and recommend appropriate rewards for 
those who contributed; oppose the power aggrandizement of an ambitious Guangxi 
general, Chen Bangfu; and attempt to stop or ameliorate persecution of a group of 
censorial officials (known derisively as the “Tiger Five”) in the 2nd mo. of 1650.  
Five of the sixty-eight are among seven MS memorials, apparently in Qu Shisi’s 
own hand, preserved at the Historical Museum of China 中國歷史博物館 (Bei-
jing), which contain characters that are missing or incorrectly supplied in the 
printed editions. See “Qu Shisi zoushu shouji qijian” 瞿式耜奏疏手蹟七件, 
Wenxian 文獻, 22 (Dec. 1984): 134–51 (introd. Liu Ruzhong 劉如仲). 

The fourth subsection, “Guilin shi” 桂林詩, offers sixty-four poems dating 
from the 5th mo. of 1645, when Qu was traveling from Jiangnan to his post as 
Governor of Guangxi, until the 8th mo. of 1650, when he urged Fang Yizhi (see 
I.H.4) to assume a court post. The fifth, “Haoqi yin” 浩氣吟, consists of twenty-
eight poems which Qu wrote during his defeat, capture, and incarceration with 
Zhang Tongchang, from 11/5 of 1650, when he vowed to die loyal to the Ming, 
until just before he was executed on 12/17 (Jan. 8, 1651). Also poignantly inter-
esting are letters sent to various family members (from the summer of 1645 to the 
autumn of 1650) in the sixth subsection, “Jiashu” 家書 (see also I.H.16, II.10). 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 866–67. 
 
I.H.13. Relação da conversão a nossa Sancta Fè da Rainha, & Principe da China, & de 

outras pessoas da casa Real, que se baptizarão o anno de 1648. 
Andreas Xavier Koffler [Ch. Qu Shawei 瞿紗微, Qu Ande 安德]: DMB: 722–24; 

Pelliot 1934: 99–104, 132–34; Fang Hao 1970: I, 302–64 (see also 284–301); 
Huang Yinong 2005: esp. chap. 10. 

Lisbon: Craesbeeck, 1650. Held Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris. 

Apparently through introduction by a Christian convert, the eunuch Director of 
Ceremonies Pang Tianshou 龐天壽 (Achilles Pang), Andreas Koffler, a Jesuit 
priest from Austria, was able to accompany the party of the Prince of Gui and the 
YL emperor from 1645 until his death, probably in 1651. Thus, he shared the hopes 
and tribulations of the princely party and YL courtiers as they twice gained some 
stability in Zhaoqing, Guangdong Prov., and three times were forced to flee into 
Guangxi. Besides acting as liaison between the court and European military and 
religious authorities in Canton and Macao, Koffler also was able to baptize the YL 
empress dowager, empress, and a son who became the heir apparent. Though 
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Koffler’s presence, much less his service, scarcely is mentioned in Chinese 
sources, news of his activities—particularly the baptisms—was eagerly transmitted 
to Europe by Koffler’s Jesuit colleagues, who aimed to reinforce support for their 
mission. Koffler’s letters, detailing his experiences with the YL court, were trans-
lated, undergoing various degrees of editing and condensation, in several 
seventeenth-century European publications (see Albert Chan 1981–83, on the Suma 
del Estado del Imperio de la China [Madrid, 1651]; and the Cort Begrip Vanden 
Staet van het groot Rijck van China [Antwerp, 1651]). Among those, the Relação 
seems the most direct and complete. 

Probably in 1649, the Jesuit vice-provincial at Macao deputed Michael Boym 
(see II.2) to serve as Koffler’s assistant at the YL court. When the imperial party 
was forced by renewed Qing advances into its last, desperate flight westward 
through Guangxi, Boym was entrusted with four letters (dated early November, 
1650), from Grand Empress Dowager Wang 王太后 (Helena) and Pang Tianshou 
to the Catholic pope and to the general of the Society of Jesus in Rome. Those to 
the pope, which testify to Koffler’s influence, are preserved in the Vatican archives 
(Mizukuri and Tanaka 1892; Kuwabara 1900; Ishihara 1942; Cameron 1970: 223; 
Huang Yinong 2005: 357–66; new trans. in Voices, pp. 237–38). 

The letters’ contents show deep religious reverence, hopes for European inter-
vention on behalf of the beleaguered Ming cause, and extraordinary arrogation of 
authority by Pang, who is seldom mentioned in Chinese records of the YL court.  
The general silence of Chinese sources on the Christian, female, and eunuch ele-
ments in the affairs of the YL regime makes these European writings especially 
interesting. 

Ref: Chabrié 1933: 94–105; Pelliot 1934: 106–07, 110–11; Malatesta 1995. 
 
I.H.14. Tiannan yishi 天南逸史 [two parts, titled and published separately as Yueyou 

jianwen 粵游見聞 and Dong Ming wenjian lu 東明聞見錄 (b, c, e)]. 
Qu Gongmei 瞿共美 [Qu Shuxian 叔獻]: Wu Fuyuan 1977a: 311–16. On 

Gongmei’s father, Qu Yuanchu 元初, see Qian Qianyi 1929 (初): 55/6a–8b. 
Copies and editions: 

(a) Several MSS in 1 j., one in 4 j. Held in three mainland libraries (ZSB.史, 
#3188-91),* as well as NCL (I: 156). 

(b) In the Qing-period MS collection Mingmo shijia ji 明末十家集. Comp. 
Juzhishi 菊知氏 [pseud.]. Held NCL (I: 188). 

(c) In MB, j. 20 and 23. Many differences with the text of (d). 
(d) In MM (with Lingbiao jinian). From an MS held ZPL—see (a). Among 

the printed versions, this one is preferable. 
(e) Yueyou jianwen only, in TW, no. 239. Dong Ming wenjian lu only, in TW, 

no. 238. Both 1967. Based on (c). 

In 1645–1646 the author, from Changshu Co., So. Zhili, was defeated in resis-
tance activities near Tai Lake 太湖 and went into hiding. Not until 1649 did he 
make his way perilously through Jiangxi to join his father’s close friend and 
clansman Qu Shisi at Guilin (see I.H.12), where that renowned YL minister re-
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tained him as a personal secretary and soon had him formally appointed Messen-
ger. Consequently, the material in the first, much shorter part of this sometimes 
split record (where separate, titled Yueyou jianwen)—concerning the Lu 魯 and 
LW regimes in Zhe-Min, the Shaowu court at Guangzhou, or the resistance to the 
first Qing invasion of Guangdong—is relatively secondary except for matters about 
which Qu Shisi would have had intimate knowledge or papers, such as suppression 
of the usurpatious Ming Prince of Jingjiang (Zhu Hengjia 朱亨嘉) at Guilin in the 
8th mo. of 1645 (i.e., during the LW period). 

Considerably more valuable and frequently utilized is the much longer second 
part (where separate, titled Dong Ming wenjian lu), which commences with the 
newly enthroned YL emperor’s flight to Wuzhou and Guilin—that is, into the 
jurisdiction of then Guangxi Governor Qu Shisi—in the 1st mo. of 1647. From that 
point through the fall of Guilin in the 11th mo. of 1650, we are given an account of 
YL affairs in Liang-Guang and Huguang from the perspective of Qu Shisi and his 
subordinates in the Wuzhou-Guilin-Quanzhou region. Though biased, this per-
spective is important given the prominence of Qu Shisi in YL affairs, the quality of 
information that must have crossed his desk (and been seen by his secretaries), the 
strategic position of northeastern Guangxi, and the significance of events at Guilin 
then and thereafter in the Ming-Qing conflict. 

Qu Gongmei, who happened to be absent from Guilin when that city and Qu 
Shisi were seized by the Qing (see I.H.5), returned to Changshu, completely de-
jected, in 1651. He penned at least some lines in this gangmu 綱目 record as late 
as 1655 or 1656. 

Ref: Wu Fuyuan 1977a: 301–18; Xie Guozhen 1981: 519–20, 1010; Yang 
Fengbao 1960: 459–60. Prohib: 258. 

 
I.H.15. Yongli jinian 永曆紀年. 

Qian Chengzhi: See I.C.21. 
In all copies and editions of the Suozhi lu; in some cases separated into 上 and 
 下 j. 

This work can be considered a sequel to the Longwu jinian (I.E.8), the author’s 
narration of LW events. Qian had been deputed to gather revenues and supplies in 
western Fujian when the LW court was destroyed, and he remained there, ill and on 
the lam, until mid-1648, when the reversion of most of Jiangxi to Ming alle-giance 
enabled him to escape westward. Not until the 9th mo. of that year did he arrive in 
Zhaoqing, hoping to serve the recently reconstituted YL court. Qian’s firsthand 
account of YL affairs thus begins in the 10th mo. For earlier material in the Yongli 
jinian he utilized a daily record (now lost) kept by YL Junior Vice Censor-in-Chief 
Liu Xiangke 劉湘客 (see Xiaotian jizhuan, j. 32). (A secondary chronicle of the 
YL court, often incorrectly attributed to Liu because its author apparently consulted 
a record by him, the Xingzai yangqiu 行在陽秋 [not the same as a work of this 
title by Dai Li 戴笠, sob. Yunye 耘野], is quite bare compared to the Yongli 
jinian.) Qian concludes in the winter of 1650–1651, when he became separated 
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from the court in its last abandonment of Wuzhou and flight to points ever farther 
westward. 

The Yongli jinian’s focal range is not as wide as in the other principal YL 
chronicles, I.H.9 and I.H.14, nor is it free of factual errors and unsubstantiated 
hearsay. Nevertheless, it is highly valued for its immediacy—Qian wrote as he 
experienced or learned of things and edited the result before leaving Wuzhou; for 
the author’s intimate knowledge—he had close relations with a number of impor-
tant YL figures (such as Qu Shisi [see I.H.12]), Yan Qiheng 嚴起恆, Liu Xiangke, 
Ding Shikui, and Jin Bao [see I.H.10]) and in his official position as a Hanlin 
Compiler had access to official documents of the regime; and for the evenhanded-
ness of its judgments, considering the sharp factional conflicts in which the 
author’s associates participated. 

As in the Longwu jinian, this record is interspersed with poems that Qian wrote 
in response to events. Many more of Qian’s excellent “historical verses” from his 
YL-court phase may be found in the latter part of the “Shenghuan ji” 生還集 and 
in the “Xingchao ji” 行朝集 and “Shilu yin” 失路吟 of his Cangshange ji (see 
I.E.8). That collection also contains Qian’s “Yuelun” 粵論, a general assessment 
of the YL regime, the failure of which he attributes to its inability to regain Jiangxi 
and to loss of control over real affairs to the disunited militarists. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 525, 538–39; Li Ciming 1961: 405. 
 
I.H.16. Yuexing jishi 粵行紀事 [Yuexing xiaoji 小紀], 3 j. 

Qu Changwen 瞿昌文: Suzhou fuzhi 蘇州府志 (1824), renwu 人物, xiaoyi 孝
義 sec. 3, 1b-2a; Wu Fuyuan 1977a: 314–17. 

Editions: 
(a) In ZBZ, pt. 21, fasc. 6 (cum. fasc. 166). Rpt. in CJCXin, vol. 120. Baibu, 

ser. 29, case 21. 
(b) In CJC, vol. 3999 (hardbound vol. 172). 
(c) In BJX, vol. 4. Rpt. in BJ. 29, vol. 9. 
(d) Shanghai: SG, 1987. Based on (a). 
(e) App. to Yongli shilu (I.G.11.d). 

On 12/1 of 1648 the author, then twenty sui, left the distressing post-conquest 
circumstances of his family home in Changshu, Jiangnan (see I.D.5, I.D.6) to find 
his grandfather, the renowned YL minister and defender of Guangxi Qu Shisi (see 
I.H.12). Juan 1 recounts his journey through Zhejiang to Wenzhou 溫州, then by 
merchant vessels along the coast to Fujian, where he received assistance from the 
Zheng organization in sailing onward to Wuchuan in southwestern Guangdong (see 
I.H.11). From there he arduously proceeded northward through eastern Guangxi, 
avoiding contact with the regional satrap Chen Bangfu (whose relations with Qu 
Shisi were inimical). Beyond Wuzhou he was greatly hindered by the disruptive 
retreat into that region of the erstwhile roving-rebel armies of Li Jin   李錦 and 
Gao Yigong 高一功, who were fleeing defeat at the hands of advancing Qing 
forces in southwestern Huguang. En route he learned more and more from others 
about the precariousness of Qu Shisi’s position at Guilin—for instance, that when 
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the city had been ravaged by a renegade general from Yunnan, Zhao Yin-xuan 趙
印選, Changwen’s grandmother, Madame Qu Shisi, had died as a conse-quence. 
This j. ends when Changwen eventually reaches Guilin and meets his grandfather 
on YL3(1649)/6/19.   

The second j. records Changwen’s circumstances—including his appointment 
as a Secretariat drafter and his belated (because of illness) attendance at the YL 
court after it again moved from Zhaoqing to Wuzhou in the 1st mo. of 1650—as 
well as his observations of the most important YL political and military events (and 
personalities) of 1649–1651. Truly riveting, in this generally engrossing account, is 
Changwen’s firsthand description of the horrendous grief and panic that gripped 
the YL court in the middle 11th mo. of 1651, when reports of the losses of both 
Guangzhou and Guilin arrived almost simultaneously and precipitated the complete 
collapse of the regime in Liang-Guang. 

Very complicated, but also important for understanding the culture of both 
Ming and Qing loyalism at that time, is the last j., which records Changwen’s af-
fairs from the time when he learned that Guilin had succumbed until he finally 
managed to return to Changshu with the remains of his grandfather and grand-
mother almost two years later. The hideouts that he found with other former YL 
adherents in the rugged topography of northeastern Guangxi, how they variously 
coped with drastically changed life circumstances, the ambivalence of Changwen’s 
acquaintances on both the Ming-loyalist and Qing sides about whether he should 
reveal himself to the conquering generalissimo Kong Youde, the respect Chang-
wen expresses for Kong, whom he eventually saw and persuaded to allow the 
fulfillment of filial duty, the relative disrespect he expresses for the rebel-turned-
YL-loyalist Li Dingguo, who one year later defeated Kong and brought about the 
latter’s dramatic Qing-loyalist suicide, and who actually did enable Changwen to 
make his homeward trek—all are written with personal immediacy. 

Each j. was penned within days of the last events described, the third shortly 
after Changwen’s arrival home in the 10th mo. of 1653. For complementary mate-
rials, besides I.H.12, see I.H.4, I.H.5, and II.10. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 554–56. 
 
See also: I.D.1.f, Hong Chengchou...; I.G.1.f, “Qingdai dang’an shiliao”; I.G.9, San-Xiang 
congshi ji; I.G.11, Yongli shilu; I.G.12, Zhang Wenlie yiji; I.J.8, Tiannan jishi under Yeshi lu; 
II.10, Gengyin shiyiyue...; II.32, Pingnan wang yuangong chuifan; II.42, Xubian Suikou jilue. 


